Our Flag Stands for Freedom
FINISHED SIZE: 54” x 72”
MINI QUILT: 27” x 36”

Fabrics used in our sample are from
American Gatherings
designed by Primitive Gatherings for Moda Fabrics
FABRICS NEEDED:
1 FQ Bundle OR
10 FQ red
There is enough fabric
for both size quilts
8 FQ blue
15 FQ lights
½ yard - blue binding
½ yard - red binding

}

MINI
QUILT

NOTIONS NEEDED: (not included in kit)
4 yards - backing
Quick Quarter Ruler (Optional) Available from Primitive Gatherings
LOOK FOR OTHER KITS, PATTERNS, BOOKS
AND ALL THE SUPPLIES YOU NEED AT:

Primitive Gatherings

850 Racine St., Menasha, WI 54952
Phone: 920-722-7233 retail
Phone: 920-585-8923 wholesale
Website: www.primitivegatherings.us
E–mail: primitivegatheringsquiltshop@yahoo.com
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76420 00751

Thank you for supporting our shop so we can bring you more great patterns and books.
©2021 No part of this pattern may be photocopied or reproduced without the consent of
Primitive Gatherings. Protected by Federal Copyright Laws.
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Our Flag Stands for Freedom

FINISHED SIZE: 54” x 72” • MINI QUILT: 27” x 36”
STITCHED BY: AMY HOEFLER • QUILTED BY: VALERIE KRUEGER
DESIGNED BY: Lisa Bongean

PRI-751

Our Flag Stands for Freedom

~ FAT QUARTER CUTTING DIAGRAM ~

• SHADED AREAS INDICATE CUTTING FOR STRIP PIECING •

FINISHED SIZE: 54” x 72” • MINI QUILT: 27” x 36”

PLEASE READ ALL DIRECTIONS BEFORE BEGINNING...
Also check Lisa’s Blog at lisabongean.com before starting,
in case there have been any corrections or changes to this pattern.

4”

16 - 2”
18 - 3½”

¼” Seam Allowance • HST - Half Square Triangle
L - Large Quilt • M - Mini Quilt

17 - 3½”

For this project, FQ width is referenced as and calculated at 21”, even though it may be wider. Note: You
should be able to cut six 3½” squares across the 21” width of a FQ and ten 2” squares across the 21” width
of a fat quarter.
As you’re cutting, mark the pieces as noted in parenthesis using a sticky note on the stacks or bag them
in individual plastic bags to keep the pieces organized and with the right (large indicated by L or mini
indicated by M) project.

2½”
2”

FROM EACH OF 6 BLUE FQS

Cutting and piecing instructions indicate the option of cutting squares for the blocks in the flag’s stripes OR
for strip-piecing units - the options are indicated by the word OR in the cutting. Once you decide if you’d
prefer to cut and sew squares together OR work in three-block strip-sets, follow the cutting as indicted for
your preferred method. If cutting strip sets, you will have a few leftover strips.

9 - 3½” OR 2 - 3½” X 21”

From each of 6 blue FQs, cut:
1 - 4” x 4” square (HST split star block, L )
17 - 3½” x 3½” squares (2 for split star blocks, L; 15 for star blocks, L)
1 - 2½” x 2½” square (HST split star block, M)
17 - 2” x 2” squares (2 for split star blocks, M; 15 for star blocks, M)
From each of 2 blue FQs, cut:
18 - 3½” x 3½” squares (3 for split star blocks, L; 15 for star blocks, L)
18 - 2” x 2” squares (3 for split star blocks, M; 15 for star blocks, M)
From each of 9 light FQs, cut:
1 - 3½” x 3½” square (star centers, L)
9 - 3½” x 3½” squares OR 2 - 3½” x 21” strips (stripes, L)
8 - 2” x 2” squares (star points, L)
1 - 2” x 2” square (star centers, M)
9 - 2” x 2” squares OR 1 - 2” x 21” strip (stripes, M)
8 - 1¼” x 1¼” squares (star points, M)
From each of 6 light FQs, cut:
2 - 3½” x 3½” squares (star centers, L)
6 - 3½” x 3½” squares OR 1 - 3½” x 21” strip (stripes, L)
18 - 2” x 2” squares (16 for star points, L; 2 for star centers, M)
6 - 2” x 2” squares OR 1 - 2” x 21” strip (stripes, M)
16 - 1¼” x 1¼” squares (star points, M)
From each of 6 red FQs, cut:
1 - 4” x 4” square (HST split star block, L)
1 - 3½” x 3½” square (split stars, L)
11 - 3½” x 3½” squares OR 2 - 3½” x 21” strips (stripes, L)

18 - 2”
FROM EACH OF 2 BLUE FQS

6 - 3½” OR 1 - 3½” X 21”
16 - 1¼”

2 - 3½”

9 - 2” OR 1 - 2” X 21”
9 - 2”

18 - 2”
6 - 2” OR 1 - 2” X 21”

8 - 1¼”
3½” FROM EACH OF 9 LIGHT FQS

FROM EACH OF 6 LIGHT FQS

FROM EACH OF 4 RED FQS

11 - 3½” OR 2 - 3½” X 21”

15 - 3½” OR 3 - 3½” X 21”

11 - 2” OR 2 - 2” X 21”
3½”
2½”

15 - 2” OR 1 - 2” X 21”

4”
2”

FROM EACH OF
6 RED FQS

3 - 3½”

3 - 2”

1 - 2½” x 2½” square (HST split star block, M)
1 - 2” x 2” square (split stars, M)
11 - 2” x 2” squares OR 2 - 2” x 21” strips (stripes, M)

CONSTRUCTION:
LAY OUT THE PIECES FOR THE LARGE
QUILT: the blue star blocks, the split star
blocks (paying attention to the angle of
the HSTs), the red/light/red stripe blocks,
and the light/red/light stripe blocks. Since
some of the seams of the blue star blocks
are pressed open and some are pressed
one direction or another, rotate the blocks
as necessary so directional seam allowances
aren’t stacked on top of each other where
blocks meet. Stitch blocks together in
vertical rows (this will help keep the stripe
blocks visually aligned), pressing seams in
alternating directions. Stitch rows together,
pressing seams open, to complete quilt top.

From each of 4 red FQs, cut:
3 - 3½” x 3½” squares (split stars, L)
15 - 3½” x 3½” squares OR 3 - 3½” x 21” strips (stripes, L)
3 - 2” x 2” squares (split stars, M)
15 - 2” x 2” squares OR 1 - 2” x 21” strip (stripes, M)
TOTAL FOR LARGE QUILT
BLUE:
6 - 4” x 4” squares (HSTs)
138 - 3½” x 3½” squares
		 (18 for split star blocks, 120 for star blocks)
LIGHT:
138 - 3½” x 3½” squares
		 (21 for star centers, 117 for stripes)
168 - 2” x 2” squares (star points)

Repeat construction to make the mini quilt
top.

RED:
6 - 4” x 4” squares (HSTs)
144 - 3½” x 3½” squares
		 (18 for split star blocks, 126 for stripes)

Layer quilts with batting and backing and
quilt as desired.

BINDING:
You can bind these quilts in a single color binding or you can bind the
top and left side to the HST with blue and the bottom, right side, and
small portion of left side with red.
To bind the large quilt with one color of binding, cut 7 - 2” x WOF
strips. Make double-fold binding and stitch to front of quilt. Fold
binding to back of quilt, and stitch by hand.
If you prefer to bind the large quilt with two colors, cut 3 - 2” x WOF
strips of blue and 4 - 2” x WOF strips of red. See Lisa’s video (https://
youtu.be/JrWXknemPdE) on how to stitch binding with alternating
fabric colors.
For the mini quilt, you’ll need 4 - 2” x WOF strips or 2 - 2” x WOF strips
each of blue and red.
PHOTO SHOWING THE
TWO COLOR BINDING OPTION

TOTAL FOR MINI QUILT
BLUE:
6 - 2½” x 2½” squares (HSTs)
138 - 2” x 2” squares
		 (18 for split star blocks, 120 for star blocks)
LIGHT:
138 - 2” x 2” squares
		 (21 for star centers, 117 for stripes)
168 - 1¼” x 1¼” squares (star points)
RED:
6 - 2½” x 2½” squares (HSTs)
144 - 2” x 2” squares
		 (18 for split star blocks, 126 for stripes)

IF STRIP PIECING:
TOTAL FOR LARGE QUILT
BLUE:
6 - 4” x 4” squares (HSTs)
138 - 3½” x 3½” squares
		 (18 for split star blocks, 120 for star blocks)
LIGHT:
21 - 3½” x 3½” squares (star centers)
21 - 3½” x 21” strips (stripes)
168 - 2” x 2” squares (star points)
RED:
6 - 4” x 4” squares (HSTs)
18 - 3½” x 3½” squares (split star blocks)
21 - 3½” x 21” strips (stripes)
TOTAL FOR MINI QUILT
BLUE:
6 - 2½” x 2½” squares (HSTs)
138 - 2” x 2” squares
		 (18 for split star blocks, 120 for star blocks)
LIGHT:
21 - 2” x 2” squares (star centers)
12 - 2” x 21” strips (stripes)
168 - 1¼” x 1¼” squares (star points)
RED:
6 - 2½” x 2½” squares (HSTs)
18 - 2” x 2” squares (split star blocks)
15 - 2” x 21” strips (stripes)

INSTRUCTIONS:
MAKING HALF-SQUARE TRIANGLES (HST):
For large HSTs, place a red 4” square on a blue 4” square, right sides together.
Using the Quick Quarter, draw a line ¼” away from the center diagonal on each
side. Stitch on the marked lines. Cut apart on the center diagonal. Press toward
the blue. Trim blocks to 3½” x 3½” square. Make 12 large red-blue HST.
Repeat to make 12 red-blue mini HSTs, using the 2½” red and blue squares. Trim mini red-blue HST blocks
to 2” x 2” square.

MAKING THE SPLIT STAR BLOCKS:
For each large split star block, gather a matching set of 1 light 3½” star center square and 8 light 2” star
point squares, two non-matching red-blue 3½” large HSTs, three non-matching blue 3½” split star squares,
and three non-matching red 3½” split star squares.
Mark a diagonal line on each light star point square,
corner to corner. Place a marked square on one corner
of a blue split-star square as shown, right sides together,
and stitch on the marked line. Press toward the light
triangle; trim seam allowance to ¼”. Position a second
light star point square in an adjacent corner, and stitch,
press, and trim as before. Repeat to add star points to a
second blue square and to two red squares.

3½”

3½”

3½”

3½”

3½”

In the same way, make seven stripsets using three
unmatched light 3½” x 21” strips for each stripset.
Cut a total of 39 - 3½” x 9½” light units.

For the mini quilt stripsets, use 2” x 21” strips and make five red stripsets measuring 5” x 21” each, cutting
a total of 42 - 2” x 5” units (you can cut 10 units from each stripset) and four light stripsets measuring 5” x
21” each, cutting a total of 39 - 2” x 5” units.
MAKE 15

For the red/light/red stripe blocks, lay out two red units and one light
unit with the light unit in the center, having the seam allowances in
opposite directions. Stitch together the three strips to make a red/light/
red block and press seams open. Make 15 red/light/red stripe blocks for
the large quilt and 15 for the mini quilt.

Lay out block as shown in diagram. Stitch
units together in horizontal rows, pressing
the top and bottom rows toward the
corners and the middle row toward the
center. Stitch rows together, pressing
seams open. Make a total of 6 large split
star blocks.

MAKE 12

For the mini split star blocks, gather a matching set of 1 light 2” star center square and 8 light 1¼” star
point squares, two non-matching red-blue 2” mini HSTs, three non-matching blue 2” split star squares, and
three non-matching red 2” split star squares. Construct the block as for the large split star blocks. Make a
total of 6 mini split star blocks.

For the mini star blocks, gather 8 unmatched blue 2” squares (one from each print) and a matching set of 1
light 2” star center square and 8 light 1¼” star point squares. Complete as for the large star block. Make 15
mini star blocks.

3½”

3½”

For the light-red-light stripe block, make the block in the same manner
as before, using two light units and one red unit with the red unit in the
center. Make 12 light/red/light stripe blocks for the large quilt and 12
for the mini quilt.
STITCHING SQUARES INTO A BLOCK METHOD:
If you chose to work with squares rather than stripsets, lay out 15 red/light/red stripe blocks for each size
and 12 light/red/light stripe blocks for each size, using 3½” squares for the large quilt and 2” squares for
the mini quilt and referring to diagram for color placement. Stitch squares together in horizontal rows,
pressing in opposite directions, then stitch rows together, pressing seams open, to complete the blocks.

Make the star blocks:
For the large star blocks, gather 8
unmatched blue 3½” squares (one from
each print) and a matching set of 1 light
3½” star center square and 8 light 2” star
point squares. Add star points to four
of the blue 3½” squares as in the split
square star. Arrange pieces as shown.
Stitch pieces together in each horizontal
row, pressing away from star-point blocks,
then stitch rows together, pressing seams open. Make 15 large star blocks.

MAKE THE STRIPE BLOCKS - red/light/red and light/red/light:
STRIP-PIECING METHOD:
3½”
For the large quilt stripsets, gather three
unmatched red 3½” x 21” strips. Stitch together
along long edges to make a three-strip stripset.
Press seams in one direction - stripset should
measure 9½” x 21”. Make a total of seven red
stripsets. Cut 6 - 3½” x 9½” units from each
stripset for 42 - 3½” x 9½” units total.

3½”

3½”

3½”

3½”

